Monitoring transient cell-to-cell interactions in a multi-layered and multi-functional allergy-on-a-chip system†
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We have developed a highly integrated lab-on-a-chip containing embedded electrical microsensors, µdegassers and pneumatically-actuated micropumps to monitor allergic hypersensitivity. Rapid antigen-mediated histamine release (e.g. s to min) and resulting muscle contraction (<30 min) is detected by connecting an immune compartment containing sensitized basophile cells to a vascular co-culture model.

1. Introduction

Cell to cell communication and transient cell response to external stimuli are vital in all multicellular organisms to react to changing environments.1 Cross-talk between cells, either by direct cell–cell contact or indirectly via signalling molecules, plays a crucial role in human health2–6 and disease.7–12 These cell–cell interactions can be of permanent nature in the case of tight or gap junction formation, or based on fast, transient signalling between the same and different cell types. Especially short-lived transient cell-to-cell interactions via secretion of signalling molecules are essential, since multicellular assemblies must coordinate complex physiological mechanisms. These mechanisms are known to include neuronal signaling,13 bone formation14 and immune response15,16 but also pathological conditions such as tumour growth,17 cardiovascular disease18 and allergies.19 In particular, during allergic reactions the interaction between immune and different tissue cell types occur immediately following the exposure to an antigen, which leads to release of soluble factors resulting in early phase allergic reactions including vascular dilation and smooth muscle contractions within minutes as illustrated in Fig. 1a.20,21 In the most common type of allergic reaction, type I (e.g., IgE-mediated or anaphylactic-type) hypersensitivity (20% of adults) repeated exposure to an allergen results in an overproduction of IgE-antibodies by B-cells,20 follow on sensitization,22 and binding of these antibodies to the FcεRI receptors of tissue mast cells and blood basophils. Upon re-exposure to the antigen and crosslinking to the antibodies
triggers the release of histamine\textsuperscript{24} and other chemical mediators as well as the synthesis of inflammatory molecules, causing the early phase of allergic reactions resulting in contraction of smooth muscle cells and increased vascular permeability.\textsuperscript{25} This signalling cascade ultimately leads to the typical symptoms related to allergies from rhinitis and mucus secretion in mild to moderate cases to hypotension and shock in anaphylaxis. With allergies becoming increasingly common,\textsuperscript{26} research into novel treatment options such as vaccines and immunotherapy has gained world-wide momentum.\textsuperscript{27} Although a deeper understanding of the complex cellular processes that govern immune responses are crucial in basic and applied research, such transient cell-to-cell interactions are exceedingly difficult to monitor using conventional optical methods. To overcome these drawbacks a number of microfluidic cell cultures systems containing embedded biosensors\textsuperscript{28} have been developed over the last decade to allow efficient cell manipulation, stimulation and analysis of cell-to-cell interactions \textit{in vitro} at the micro-scale under physiological conditions\textsuperscript{29} and highly controllable microenvironmental conditions.\textsuperscript{30,31} For instance, microfluidic devices have been employed to analyse B- and T-cell repertoires within populations of single cells,\textsuperscript{32} to conduct antibody screening,\textsuperscript{32} aid in allergy diagnosis\textsuperscript{33,34} and accelerate cancer immunology.\textsuperscript{35} Among these, microfluidic devices containing integrated electrical biosensors have demonstrated the ability to e.g. study dynamic interactions between tumor cells, immune cells and resident tissue\textsuperscript{36} as well as a variety of hetero- and homogenous cell-to-cell interactions.\textsuperscript{37–39}

To monitor transient immunological reactions that occur in type I allergy (see Fig. 1), we present a multi-layered, membrane-based and sensor-integrated lab-on-a-chip microdevice that performs automated fluid handling routines, cell-loading protocols and continuous, non-invasive bi-impedance spectroscopy. While the integration of micropumps and micro-degasers enable rapid control over the cellular microenvironment with nano-liter dead volume, the embedded electrical microsensors enable the detection of cellular responses with millisecond resolution (see Fig. S1† for detailed set-up). This high-integrated microfluidic device contains two spatially separated compartments to (1) maintain a vascular co-culture model comprising of endothelial cell monolayers and smooth muscle cells and (2) an immune cell cultivation chamber located upstream, where the allergic reaction takes place. Both tissue chambers contain embedded impedance sensors to (a) monitor rapid basophil degranulation during type I and time-dependent regeneration events as well as (b) to detect dynamic cell-to-cell interactions between endothelial and smooth muscle as a result to antigen-mediated histamine release of basophile cells. Using the highly integrated biochip design shown in Fig. 1b, we now attempt to demonstrate the technological ability to evaluate cell signalling cascades and to show that secondary cellular responses such as muscle contraction can be used to amplify otherwise difficult to detect cellular signals (e.g. release of histamines).

2. Results and discussion

2.1. Characterization of on-chip micro-degasers, micropumps and thin-film gold impedance sensors

The integrated micropump provides programmable perfusion of medium and reagents at nL dead volume and is based on a four-step actuation procedure of three serially-connected microvalves.\textsuperscript{40,41} Fluid displacement is defined by the geometry of the ellipsoid central microvalve featuring a diameter of 2 mm length and 1 mm width and 100 µm height, which corresponds to a volume of 0.6 µL per pump stroke. Actuation pressures and step times between valves can be adjusted to control net flow velocities, peak shear forces and peristaltic profiles (see Fig. S-2† for detailed characterizations). We characterized micropump operation over a range of actuation times and pressures in order to optimize cell culture perfusion conditions. Fig. 2a shows five actuation cycles and actuation step time of 25 ms resulting in positive pump strokes with peak values around 38 ± 2 µL and actuation duration for individual strokes of around 100 ms. Increase of actuation step time to 75 ms as shown in Fig. S-2a† decreases the peak values to 31 ± 1 µL with an average actuation time around 300 ms. Incomplete execution of the actuation protocol due to inertia of the flexible membrane resulted in negative backflow of around 20 ± 1 µL with an average backflow duration of 50 ms. In a next set of experiments, the influence of actuation pressure on micropump peak values was evaluated in the presence of linear increase in actuation pressure between 10–40 kPa. Fig. S-2c–f† shows that not only step time but also actuation pressures can effectively influence micropump performance resulting in varying flow profiles and flow rates. As an example, highest peak values were observed for 40 kPa actuation pressure corresponding to 38 ± 3 µL pump strokes. When reducing the actuation pressure displaced volume marginally decreased to 22 ± 1, 14 ± 1 and 9 ± 1 µL for 30 to 10 kPa, respectively.

In a more detailed study (see Fig. S-2c†) average micropump flow rates were evaluated for 10–45 kPa actuation pressure and 1–100 Hz actuation frequency or 0.3–8.5 ms step time. Results of the study revealed linear increase of average net flow when using actuation frequencies below 20 Hz. Above this 20 Hz threshold, flow rates gradually decreased, despite the increasing actuation pressures indicating that valves did not fully close in the presence of higher actuation frequencies. This means that at 10 Hz actuation frequencies similar flow rates of approximately 6 µL min\textsuperscript{−1} (0.25 dyn cm\textsuperscript{−2}) are obtained for 45 kPa and 30 kPa actuation pressures. The ability to tune flow rates adjust peak shear forces and regulate fluid flow directions using integrated micropumps provides a close controlled and, reproducible cell culture conditions that can be optimized for any cell type.

The formation of microbubbles as shown in Fig. S-3† constitutes a prevalent obstacle to microfluidic cell cultures systems in general, since bubbles can form on nucleation sites and obstruct flow and increase shear stress to cell layers. Systems that rely on pneumatically-driven micropumps where
permeable μm. A negative pressure of \(1918\) | \(p_{\text{m}}\) was applied to the semi-permeable degasser at \(-60\) kPa negative pressure. (c) Representative impedance time-trace for endothelial cell adhesion and establishment of confluent endothelial monolayers during the first 7 hours of on-chip cultivation at a frequency of 80 kHz.

Fig. 2 (a) Peak flow profile of two parallel on-chip integrated micro-pumps for 25 ms actuation step time. (b) Removal of 120 nL and 30 nL air bubbles using the semi-permeable μdegasser at \(-60\) kPa negative pressure. (c) Representative impedance time-trace for endothelial cell adhesion and establishment of confluent endothelial monolayers during the first 7 hours of on-chip cultivation at a frequency of 80 kHz.

Pressurized air actuation is used face an additional challenge since, PDMS membranes valves are gas-permeable and facilitate evaporation of medium while the pressurized gas for actuation can dissolve into and potentially saturate the medium. To address these challenges, we have developed an integrated low dead volume degasser design. The on-chip integrated micro degassing system was evaluated for its capability to remove microbubbles from the cell cultivation chamber. Fig. 2a shows that nucleated bubbles tend to form, accumulate and increase at 37 °C within the microfluidic cultivation chamber with an average growth rate of 15 nL min\(^{-1}\) leading to several kOhms increase in impedance signal. A negative pressure of \(-60\) kPa was applied to the semi-permeable μdegassing layer see Fig. 2b resulting in an average degassing time of around 6.5 min corresponding to a degassed bubble volume of \(32 \pm 16\, \mu\text{m}^3\). Interestingly, when increasing the microchannel height from 60 μm to 100 μm at a constant channel area the time for bubble removal was similar even though the bubble volume increased from 120 nL to 300 nL. Results of a long-term study demonstrated that bubble-free operation of the microfluidic cell cultures system can be accomplished over several weeks when using a serpentine-shaped degasser. The elimination of microbubble formation in the cell culture chamber as shown in Fig. S-4c–e† is particularly crucial when employing bioimpedance sensors that readily detect dielectric changes in the sensing volume to investigate most transient soluble cell interactions under constant conditions.

Next, the embedded bioimpedance sensors were characterized to determine optimum AC frequencies for detecting substrate adhesion and monolayer formation of human umbilical vein endothelial target cells. Sensitivity was calculated as a change in impedance of confluent endothelial cell monolayers in comparison to blank electrodes. Fig. S-4f† shows that the silicon-nitride coated, interdigitated electrode structures showed highest sensitivity to endothelial cell adhesion at a frequency range between 80 kHz and 100 kHz. Normalized impedance-time traces recorded at 80 kHz of endothelial cells adhesion and spreading is shown in Fig. 2c. A rapid increase of \(290 \pm 60\) Ohms per h (100%) was observed during the first 3.5 hours indicating efficient cell adhesion at the sensor surface, followed by cell spreading events that resulted in a plateau phase indicating full sensor coverage and establishment of a stable cell barrier after 8 hours. Results of the sensor evaluation demonstrate the ability of the passivated and throughout silicon nitride-coated (50 nm) impedance sensors to continuously monitor the endothelial cell barrier integrity during allergic reactions resulting in endothelial hyperpermeability (see also Fig. 1a for cascade overview).

2.2. On-chip degranulation of RBL-2H3 basophil cells

Since the crucial step in our chip-based allergic signaling cascade is the release of inflammatory mediators such as histamine by basophil cells, speed and efficiency of antigen-mediated degranulation of IgE opsonized RBL-2H3 basophils was evaluated using a methylene blue assay and impedance measurements. Degranulation of IgE opsonized basophil cells was initiated with the addition of \(0.03\, \mu\text{g} \, \text{mL}^{-1}\) of rPhI antigen into DPBS and supplemented RPMI 1640 medium. Fig. S-5a† shows that independent from the media composition opsonized basophil cells degranulated within 7 min of exposure to the rPhI antigen. However, while complete degranulated was observed in DPBS, 40% of the basophil cells remained granulated in the presence of in RPMI 1640 medium. These results indicate that fully supplemented culture medium is a more competitive environment for antigen binding due to the abundance of serum. To confirm these results basophil degranulation was also monitored using the embedded bioimpedance sensors. Fig. S-5b† shows time-
impedance traces of degranulation events using our silicon nitrate-coated integrated impedance biosensors. The observed increase in impedance signal by 0.175 ± 0.03% following the addition of the rPhI antigen points at rapid basophil degranulation over a few minutes and the ability of the embedded impedance biosensors to detect transient cell responses in the range of seconds. Interestingly, impedance values rapidly normalized following media change to standard cell culture medium indicating efficient removal of rPhI antigen-containing media using the integrated micropumps, thus regranulation of basophil cells over the next period of 45 minutes. Another hallmark of type I allergy signaling cascade is concerned with endothelial cell responses to the release of histamine by basophil, which triggers the contraction of endothelial actomyosin fibers and results in vascular hyperpermeability. To evaluate endothelial cell responses in our lab-on-a-chip system, human endothelial cell monolayers are established over a 10 hours cultivation period and exposed to two subsequent additions of 30 μM histamine. Impedance-time traces shown in Fig. S-5c reveal a rapid signal drop by 1.1% within the first 10 minutes of histamine exposure followed by a slow recovery upon histamine removal over a period of 60 min pointing at a slow regeneration of a tight endothelial barrier. A sequential second histamine exposure resulted in a similar decrease of resistance thus increases in permeability by around 0.9% within another 10 min.

2.3. On-chip monitoring of transient inflammatory cell-to-cell interactions

In a final set of experiments, the allergy-on-a-chip system containing integrated liquid handling and embedded impedance biosensors was used to non-invasively monitor the cascade of transient cell-to-cell interactions that take place during IgE mediated type I allergic responses between basophil, endothelial and smooth muscle cells. Fig. 3a shows that within seconds of antigen exposure and cross-linking, opsonized RBL-2H3 basophils release inflammatory mediators to the underlying HUVEC endothelial cells. In turn, these endothelial cells react within 2 minutes with a decrease in impedance by 0.2% because of endothelial permeability. In the absence of rPhI antigen, no transient cellular responses were observable between basophils and endothelial cells. Additionally, impedance-time traces demonstrate that no alterations on the permeability of endothelial barriers are observed when using unprimed basophil cells (no IgE opsonization took place) even in the presence of the antigen. Impedance signals dropped by 0.7% within 5 minutes following the addition of 1 μg mL⁻¹ rPhI antigen to a co-culture of IgE opsonized basophils and endothelial cells as shown in Fig. S-5e.† These results point at efficient yet highly transient cell-to-cell communication between basophil and endothelial cell monolayers.

Finally, the direct influence of endothelial hyperpermeability on vascular smooth muscle cells responses was investigated to determine the time-dependence of cellular reactions within the signal transduction cascades. To create a multi-layered cell construct that resembles vasculature, vascular smooth muscle cells and endothelial cells were sequentially layered on top of each other using the integrated liquid handling system. Here, smooth muscle cells were first seeded at confluency and after 24 h, a monolayer of endothelial cells was seeded on top, and cells were allowed form a monolayer over the smooth muscle cell layers (see Fig. S-6†). As a simplified model for allergic response cascade, 30 μM histamine was added to the vascular construct and
morphology changes of the underlying smooth muscle layer detected using the embedded electrical microsensors. Results of the endothelial cell-to-smooth muscle cell interaction study are shown in Fig. 3b and c, revealing an impedance signal drop by 0.4% within 15 minutes of histamine exposure indicating vascular hyperpermeability, loss of barrier integrity and stimulation of smooth muscle cells. Overall, a delay in cellular histamine response time from a few minutes to 28 min is obtained when using our smooth muscle co-culture model compared to endothelial monolayers. These results highlight that the proposed integrated lab-on-a-chip approach is capable to investigate transient cell-to-cell interactions via biomolecules more rapidly within minutes in comparison to state-of-the-art electrical biosensing approaches that need several hours.42

Conclusions

In conclusion, the developed highly integrated and multi-functional lab-on-a-chip technology containing embedded liquid handling and biosensing is able to monitor transient cell-to-cell responses in the range of seconds to hours. We show here that the combination of micropumps and degassers enables robust automated cell culture handling, rapid cell stimulation using nanoliter dosing as well as elimination of microbubbles, while automated seeding of multiple cell layers enables spatial organization of vascular co-culture models. We demonstrated that our highly integrated lab-on-a-chip enables the translation of rapid and small cell responses such as release of histamine by basophile cells into readily measurable muscle contractions by microfluidic connection of a vascular co-culture model to an immune cell compartment. This scalable and automated technology has the potential to accelerate development of more effective and fast-acting allergy therapeutics.
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